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African Adventure Aquarium Service is a business that specializes in central 
Indiana aquarium leasing and service for medical care facilities, professional 
offices, and more. Through the design innovation process, I will show you why 
it’s essential for African Adventure to improve their current service, increase 
their client base and establish a more successful, innovative business. 

IntroductIon
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01. JusTifiCaTion
Context / Audience / Problem



ConTexT

77

African Adventure specializes in central Indiana aquarium leasing 
and services for Medical Care Facilities, Professional offices, 
restaurants and more. In addition, African Adventure offers a 
complete line of African Cichlids and other exotic fish to qualified 
wholesalers and retailers. All of the fish are raised in a state-of-the 
art temperature-controlled hatchery.



audienCe

106

Current clients and 25-60 year old Indianapolis residents who 
own or manage Medical Care Facilities, Professional Offices and 
restaurants.  Also targeted are retail and wholesale businesses 
interested in purchasing African Cichlid fish.



Problem

711

The current website does not provide necessary, useful, and 
engaging information to existing and potential clients.



How might I enable African Adventure Aquarium Service to more effectively 
satisfy the needs of existing clients and gain new clients, ultimately leading 
to a more successful business.

Goal



02.soluTion develoPmenT
Methodology / Competitive Analysis / Methods / Design Criteria



1817

understand analyze & plan structure & prototype design develop & deploy

desiGn meTHodoloGy
The process of discovering what to make, deciding who the target 
audience is,  understanding the purpose, and defining the attributes 
for success while using a people-centered design approach.



ComPeTiTive analysis

2019

What do the competitors have that African Adventure doesn’t? 
What are these competitors lacking?

imperial aquatics scooter’s aquatics & exotics

Easy navigation

Professional
Imagery

Too busy

Showcasing work

No client
log-in



ComPeTiTive analysis

2221

the reef aquarium shop indy aquarium services

Bad imagery

Not enough information

Looks 
unfinished

Simplicity

Professional
Imagery



desiGn meTHods

2423

These select design methods were used to help me develop a 
solution. Each method was specifically selected and helped achieve 
solutions to certain problems that were addressed. 

field visit focused surveyethnographic interview swot analysis



field visiT

2925

Bringing researchers into direct contact with people, 
places, and things they are studying.

Why this method? 
To experience and understand how the business works.

Reflections: 
This method really helped me understand the service that 
African Adventure provides and with whom the owner interacts. 
It provided me with rich observations of the surroundings 
about users’ activities and behavior in context. 

Benefits: 
Focuses on detail, promotes learning in context, 
provides evidence, and focuses on experience.

Challenges: 
Time of day.



eTHnoGraPHiC inTerview

3127

A method of understanding peoples’ activities and 
experiences from their own perspectives and in their
own places.

Why this method? 
To find out everything I need to know about the business 
and more about the owner.

Reflections: 
Being able to interview the owner in his own environment 
provided me with an alternate perspective, allowing me 
to see through the subject’s eyes.  

Benefits: 
Allowed me to interview and engage in the 
owner’s environment, focused on experience, and 
built empathy.

Challenges: 
None.



swoT analysis

3329

A structured planning method used to evaluate the strengths, 
weaknesses, opportunities and threats involved in a project or 
in a business venture.

Why this method? 
To narrow down African Adventure’s strengths and weaknesses, find 
opportunity areas, and also company threats.

Reflections: 
This method really helped me understand the context of the business. 
It helped me identify the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and 
threats of African Adventure, leading me to a solid probem and solution.

Benefits:
Creates an overview, provides direction, identifies 
challenges, and reveals opportunities.

Challenges: 
None.



foCused survey

3531

A method of collecting self-reported information from people 
about their characteristics, thoughts, feelings, 
perceptions, or attitudes.

This method really opened our eyes to what the shuttle riders really wanted when it 
came to signage. It provided us with the data we needed to move on to the next method 
within the process. This method was successful in identifying our challenge statement for 
the synthesis stage.

benefits: Provided further feedback on a focused problem area, produced
a lot of  data in a short amount of  time, and provided evidence.

challenges: Students wanting to partake in a survey.

Why this method? 
To find out the clients perspective on communication 
and also about the website.

Reflections: 
This method really opened my eyes to what the clients really wanted 
when it came to communication and the website. It provided me with 
the data I needed to move forward and start developing a solution.

Benefits: 
Provided further feedback on a focused problem area, produced 
a lot of data in a short amount of time, provided evidence, 
and revealed patterns.

Challenges: 
Clients wanting to partake in a survey.



desiGn CriTeria

3433

simple & clean design

Sleek, simple, and clean design.  
Easy to use navigation and 
negative space used correctly. 

innovative

Something unique and innovative. 
Interactive website that engages 
users and brings African 
Adventure to life.

informational

Being visually appealing, 
while also informing clients 
and potential clients about 
the business and what African 
Adventure offers.

engaging

Keep the users intrigued and 
wanting more. 



03.soluTion
Hypothesis / Prototypes & Testing / Finalized Solution



The creation of an innovative, interactive, and informational website that will satisfy 
the needs of existing and potential clients, lead to a larger, more stable client base, and 
ultimately a more successful business.

HyPoTHesis



ProToTyPes & TesTinG

3339

A low-fidelity mockup was built with the Invision prototyping 
platform for users to test and provide feedback. The results 
pushed me towards my final visual design.



build your own aquarium

4241

Potential Clients
Provide more information about leasing and service, include more 
information about the fish, an interactive, customizable build your own 
aquarium, and information about benefits of having an 
aquarium in a business.



ClienT loG-in

4443

Current Clients
Provide more information on the existing website, address solutions 
to problems, include more information about their fish, give them the 
ability to sign in to their own profile and contact the owner immediately 
through email. Give them access to and ability to print materials for 
distribution to customers.



business owner dasHboard

4645

Back end
Provide the owner an easy to use personalized dashboard with current 
activity of website, control over current clients, email communications, 
and more.



African Adventure Aquarium Service is a business that specializes in central 
Indiana aquarium leasing and service for medical care facilities, professional 
offices, and more. Current services are satisfactory and there is a decent client 
base, but this project will strive to meet the owner’s goal for better service, 
additional clients and a more successful, innovative business. 

Through enhanced communications, this project strives to effectively satisfy the 
needs of existing clients while also attracting new ones.  With the creation of an 
enhanced, interactive website experience, African Adventure will deliver higher 
quality information and services to its client base. The design outcome will lead to 
a more stable and happy client base and ultimately, a more successful business.

EvaluatIon






